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SUMMARY

Influence of soil properties on the toxicity of metal-polluted soils. Comparison of different 

bioassay methods.

Soil is an essential part of the ecosystem that acts as a sink of contamination since it has 

a high buffer capacity compared with other ecosystem compartments like water and air. 

When contaminants end up in soil, they can be stored, transformed, or transferred to other 

media. The presence of contaminants in soils needs a proper environmental assessment to 

prevent pollution or to determine measures to cope with contaminated soils. Several millions 

of hectares of land all over the globe are polluted with a wide variety of contaminants, 

being metals and metalloids among the substances that generate major problems due to 

the fact that they do not degrade and can accumulate in the environment. Although metal 

emissions have decreased in the European Union over the last few years, the development 

of new hazards involving metals has increased. This especially concerns the widely deployed 

production of materials involving metal-based nanoparticles, exhibiting chemical and 

biological properties that are quite different from those of the corresponding bulk materials. 

In the problems concerning environmental contamination, soil properties are the main 

factors that control the mobility, (bio) availability and toxicity of metals in terrestrial 

ecosystems. However, guideline values to declare a soil as polluted are currently based on 

laboratory studies without taking into account key factors such as soil properties or long-

term equilibration processes (ageing), which could change the fate and bioavailability of 

metals. 

The aim of this thesis was to study the fate and ecotoxicological effects of metals (Pb, Zn 

and Cu) and metalloids (As) as well as metal-based nanoparticles in soils (ZnO NP). This 

included determining the influence of soil properties and also the effects of ageing (long-term 

equilibration) on the (bio)availability and toxicity of these elements. For this purpose, four 

bioassays representing the major groups of soil organisms were applied, following standard 

test guidelines: i) Seed germination/ Root elongation Toxicity Test (U.S. EPA 850:4200) with 

the plant Lactuca sativa; ii) Microtox®Test (ASTM, 2004) with the bacterium Vibrio fischeri; 

iii) Soil Respiration Test (ISO 17155, 2002) with soil microorganisms; and iv) Earthworm 

Survival and Reproduction Test (OECD 207 and 222) with Eisenia andrei. These tests were 

performed both in laboratory-spiked soils with different properties and in soils affected by 

residual contamination (Aznalcóllar mine spill, Spain). The main goal of this thesis was to 

improve the scientific basis for the environmental risk assessment of metals and metalloids 

in soils, with the following specific objectives:

· To study the influence of ageing on metal bioavailability and toxicity in soils,

· to assess the effect of soil properties on metal availability and toxicity,
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· to evaluate the use of bioassays to define guideline values,

· to relate the data obtained in soils spiked in laboratory with soils polluted in situ,

· and, to implement the obtained results in a framework of risk assessment.

In chapter 2 we compared the effect of Zn applied as ZnO nanoparticles (ZnO NPs) and 

as Zn2+ ion (ZnCl
2
) on the earthworm Eisenia andrei at different periods after spiking three 

natural soils with different soil properties. The results showed lower Zn availability in soils 

when applied as ZnO NP compared to the Zn ion form. Zn availability was different according 

to the soil type, indicating the high influence of soil properties in the behavior of this element, 

and highlighting the pH as a main property controlling the potential toxicity of Zn. Internal 

zinc concentration in earthworms (ZnE) was highest for the soil with high organic carbon 

content and basic pH spiked with ZnO NP, indicating the key role of soil type in the availability 

and toxicity of this element. Further scientific research and ecotoxicological testing of 

compounds with nanoparticles must be performed to support reliable environmental risk 

assessment for legislative purposes.

The study of ageing and equilibration of contaminated soil over time may provide a more 

realistic insight into metal behaviour and its potential toxicity under natural conditions. 

In chapter 2, it was shown that Zn availability from ZnO NPs or ionic Zn was differently 

influenced by ageing depending on the soil type. Although ageing did not show clear effects 

on Zn toxicity in this study, knowledge on the importance of long-term processes for Zn 

availability is crucial for a proper risk assessment of ZnO NPs as well as Zn-polluted soils. 

Long-term effects and the availability of metals and metalloids in field-contaminated 

soils were determined 6 and 15 years after the mining spill in an area affected by residual 

pollution (Aznalcóllar mine) in chapter 7. In this case, under natural conditions, soil pH 

tended to increase with time and concentrations of pollutants in soil tended to decrease. 

Poorly recovered areas were still present 15 years after the spill, indicated by the absence 

of vegetation and high pollutant concentrations. This study showed that there are possible 

ecological threats in the studied area, so more detailed ecological risk assessment or 

intervention actions are needed. 

A battery of toxicity tests using a number of representative species belonging to different 

taxonomic groups is needed to obtain proper insight into the potential hazard of a chemical 

for the ecosystem. In this thesis different toxicity tests were performed to assess the 

toxicity of individual metals, while different bioassays were used to determine toxicity of 

field-contaminated soils (chapters 2-6; chapter 8). Our findings show that the response 

of the different tests to the same metal greatly differed. Results indicated that earthworm 

reproduction and lettuce root elongation tests were the most sensitive tests to metal 

pollution and gave more uniform toxicity values with smaller confidence intervals. Therefore, 

for identifying actual soil toxicity, different organisms will give different results, so the use 
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of a battery of tests is essential for performing a more complete and reliable assessment of 

the toxicity of metals and/or contaminated soils. The number of tests and organisms should 

be optimized depending on the circumstances and required level of detail of the information 

needed. 

In order to determine the effect of soil properties on metal pollution, seven different 

representative soils were spiked with different elements individually (As, Pb, Zn and Cu). 

Soils were incubated for 4 weeks to take into account the effect of time on metal availability. 

Soil properties effects were studied in all chapters of this thesis. Our findings highlight 

that soil properties have a critical influence on metal (bio)availability and they have to be 

included in the ecological risk assessment of contaminated soils as well as in the setting 

of soil quality criteria for metals. The broad range of responses in the test soils in relation 

to soil properties can lead to over- or under-protective guideline values, which will also 

influence the efficacy of remediation goals and actions. Consequently, soil guideline values 

must be differentiated depending on soil properties, in order to optimize their efficiency and 

profitability in environmental risk assessment.

The guideline values derived in chapters 3-6 were compared with the current legislation as 

well as with effects observed in natural soils polluted with a range of elements (Aznalcóllar 

spill). The results (chapter 8) showed that the existing guideline values in Andalusia (Decree 

18/2015) (where the Aznalcóllar soils are located) are not sufficiently accurate to declare 

contaminated soils and therefore the risk of pollution could be over- or underestimated 

depending on the considered element. The large differences in values obtained are due to the 

high diversity of soil types. Therefore a new approach taking into account soil properties to 

determine limits to soil toxicity is essential for a proper Ecological Risk Assessment. Current 

regulation should be revised in order to apply these findings to develop more efficient and 

effective policy regulation.


